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A structure-level smart deployable truss (SDT) was further studied for on-orbit verification on the SJ18

Geostationary Satellite in this work on the basis of a material-level validation of a shape-memory polymer

composite (SMPC) sheet on the SJ17 Geostationary Satellite in 2016. In the SDT, a shape-memory alloy (SMA)

mechanism was used to replace traditional pyrotechnic devices for locking and releasing, and SMPC actuation

laminates were employed to replace traditional motor or spring driving mechanisms. With a strict parameter

constrain of mass, size, and stiffness, the current form of the SDT flight hardware was finally obtained through

several cycles of optimization design. Its systematical ground-based experiments were conducted, and the overall

structural and functional performance met the demands of the aerospace standards of China. The locking force

and expansion breaking force of the SMA releasing mechanism were ∼2000 and ∼10;000 N, ensuring the locking
and unlocking reliability for the movable parts with mass 5 kg. The actuation force of all SMPC laminates

decreased from∼30 N (0°) to∼12 N (165°) with a recovery duration of ∼150 s, which was strong enough for SDT

deployment in space. The shape-memory materials show great prospects for smart deployable structures in

space.

I. Introduction

C ONVENTIONAL space deployable structures mainly consist
of a movable mechanism with rigid rod as well as rigid joints,

and they are actuated by motors. These rigid structures enable a re-
latively high stiffness [1,2]. However, the complex structures are
almost heavy, which leads to limited deployed dimensions [3,4].
Thin wall structure is another type of deployable structure; it could
deform into a large structural reflection with small material strain
[5,6]. The releasing of strain energy of a thin wall structure makes it
deploy to the desired configuration. The extremely thin wall thick-
ness (i.e., 0.1 mm [5]) enables a large packaging ratio but leads to a
relatively low structural stiffness [7–9].
Conventional resin-based composites mainly concern the static or

quasi-static mechanical load-bearing properties, such as stiffness and
strength, and are primarily used for structural materials. The tensile
strain limit of the carbon-fiber-reinforced composites is ∼0.8–1.4%
[10–13], and the compressive strain limit is ∼0.8% [14]. A soft ma-
terial may show as high as 10–100% large deformation, but its
stiffness is low and is unable to be used for load bearing. If the
load-bearing, large-deformation, and driving characteristics can be
realized through onematerial, it would showgreat prospects [15–17].
Fiber-reinforced shape-memory polymer composites (SMPCs) not
only show structural load-bearing performance but also have func-
tional characteristics, such as large deformation and driving, com-
pared with conventional resin-based composites [18,19]. When a
shape-memory polymer (SMP) is far below its glass transition tem-
perature Tg, the elastic modulus and strength are at the same order

of magnitude as conventional composites. Above its Tg, SMP sig-

nificantly deforms on a magnitude of 100%. Based on the large
deformation of SMP and buckling deformation of carbon fibers, a
maximummacroscopic compressible strain of approximately 8–10%
can be obtained [20–23]. Regarding the deformation mechanism of
SMPC, the expressions of key parameters in large bending deforma-
tion process were derived [20,21], including critical curvature, wave-
length and amplitude of the buckling fiber, key macroscopic strains
of the SMPC, and driving torque. Based on the above theories, a
design method of the SMPC large deformation structure is formed.
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The SMPC structures can be designed with appropriate thickness,
bending curvature, and fiber volume content, according to functional
requirements, such as deformation and driving force [21]. In thisway,
the reasonable wall thickness (i.e., 1 mm) and simple structural form

of SMPC combine the advantages of conventional deployable mech-
anisms and thin wall deployable structures. An SMPC is a prospec-
tive candidate for developing new-generation deployable structures
in space.
In recent years, the applications of SMPCs in space deployable

structures have received extensive attention owing to their vari-
able stiffness and large deformation characteristics. Some prin-
ciple verifications of SMPC-based components were completed
and even further applied in realistic engineering [22,23]. DSX/
PowerSail developed a new generation of large-area, lightweight,
and high-energy solar panels, relying on longitudinally extending
tubular SMPC beams [24]. Considering the shape transformation,

the SMPC beam was a rolled tape in storage state and transfor-
med to a straight tubular beam with a “C”-shaped cross section to
obtain a relatively high stiffness [24].Moreover, SMPC deployable
hingeswere used to deploy an experimental solar panel on TacSat-2
satellite, and the recovery force was experimentally tested in the
International Space Station (ISS) in 2007 [25]. In 2007, a SMPC
gravity gradient boom was developed with a 3.3 m length and 8 kg
tipmass andwas validated onmicrosatellite demonstrationmission
FalconSat-3 [23,2627]. This SMPC gravity gradient deployable
boom showed lower densities, higher strain capacities, and higher

damping capabilities over shape-memory alloys or ceramics. The
material-level shape recovery behaviors of the SMP foam have
been also tested in the Shuttle Mission STS-134 in the ISS in 2011
[28], and Mission BION-M1 of the Soyuz spacecraft in 2013 [29].
A 100% recovery ratio of the SMP foam was difficult to obtain
because its recovery force was low. In 2012, the shape-memory
recovery performance of the SMP sheets was evaluated
in Japan Experiment Module in the ISS [30], and the electrical
heating was used to trigger the recovery deformation. A large-

scale deployable reflector structure was designed by Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, and the SMPC hinges were employed for the
reflector back frame structure to realize the deployment actuation
[31]. A deployable lunar housing structure was developed with a
length of 32 feet and a diameter of 16 feet. This large inflatable
pressure structure was composed of a multilayer structure, and the
main support frame was made of SMPC [32]. In 2016, the shape-
memory effect of a carbon-fiber-fabric-reinforced SMPC laminate
was verified on the SJ17Geostationary Satellite, and the long-term

material stability resistance to spatial radiation and vacuum was
validated [33]. The research on SMPs and SMPCs is expected to
promote the development of smart active deformation structures

on aerospace vehicles, such as space deployable hinges and smart
solar arrays.
The pyrotechnic separation device is a mechanism used for

connection, locking, and separation of aerospace vehicles, and it
is widely used in the separation of satellites and rockets and payload
release. The explosive shock produced by the pyrotechnic separa-
tion device is one of the harshest mechanical environments expe-
rienced by almost all spacecraft, and the transient acceleration
amplitude of the explosive shock could reach as large as 10,000 g
[34]. Pyrotechnical shock loads may cause damage to instruments
and equipment containing shock-sensitive components and brittle
materials (e.g., crystal oscillators, ceramics, relays, brazing, and
microelectronic chips), resulting in the failure of space missions
and even a catastrophic accident [35]. In addition, the pyrotechnic
separation device can only be used once; therefore, a single pyro-
technic product is not testable. The harmful gas generated during
the combustion or explosion may pollute the space environment,
such as lens and electronic devices [36]. Therefore, nonpyrotech-
nics connection unlocking technology must be urgently deve-
loped to overcome the shortcomings of traditional pyrotechnics.
Shape-memory alloy (SMA) intelligent locking and releasing me-
chanisms were developed using SMA’s high rigidity and shape-
memory active large deformation characteristics [37–39]. These
devices showed the advantages of small volume and weight, low
unlocking impact load, high recyclability, no pollution, and high
reliability [40,41].
The smart deployable truss (SDT) was studied in this work based

on the material-level verification of a small SMPC laminate on the
SJ17 Geostationary Satellite on a geostationary orbit in 2016 [33].
The SMA releasing mechanism was used to replace traditional
pyrotechnic devices for locking and releasing. Meanwhile, the car-
bon-fiber-reinforced SMPC actuation laminates were employed to
replace traditional motor or spring driving mechanisms. The SDT
was strictly designed, optimized, simulated, and ground-based tested
according to the aerospace standards of China. The optimization
design process of the SDT has been published in our previous paper
[42]. In this paper, we intensively introduce thewhole project of SDT,
including the overall design and analysis, the whole system of
ground-based experiments, and the verification of locking function
in the initial launching process. Due to the unfortunate failure of
Long-March Five Y2 Rocket, the originally planned content is
missing, namely, on-orbit releasing and deployment verification.

II. Structural Design of the SDT

A. System Design of the SDT

As shown in Fig. 1, the SDT consists of three types of parts:
1) metallic structural frames (metallic chassis, support frame, central

Fig. 1 Structural design of the SDT: cross-sectional view (a) and explosive view (b).
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moveable sleeves, and top box); 2) SMPC actuation laminates; and

3) SMA releasing mechanism.

The function and typical working process of the SDT can be

summarized into three steps:
1) During ground transportation and launching, the SDT is pre-

tightened by an SMA releasing mechanism to maintain the structural
integrity and reasonable stiffness of the SDT (Figs. 1 and 2a). The
SMA releasing mechanism is in a prestretched state, while the follow-
ing parts are in precompressive state, including three sleeves, position-
ing sleeve, and support frame. The SMPC actuation laminates are
folded and contracted into U shapes. The first-stage SMPC actuation
component consists of three SMPC laminates with 120° apart, which
connects with the first-stage and second-stage sleeves. The second-
stage SMPC actuation component has the same structure, which is
connected with the second-stage and third-stage sleeves.
2) During a deployment process on-orbit, the SMA releasing

mechanism breaks into two parts upon electrical heating to release
the moveable parts, including second-stage sleeve, positioning
sleeve, third-stage sleeve, and top box. Thereafter, the two stages
(six pieces) of the SMPC actuation laminates are electrically heated
and recover from the U shape toward a flat shape due to the shape-
memory effect (Fig. 2b). The adjacent sleeves relatively slide until the
spring locking pins are triggered due to the actuation of the SMPC
laminates. Then, the SDT deploys into a designed configuration.
3) In a deployed state on-orbit, the payload on the top boxworks at

the designed position. The deployed SDT can also present reasonable
axial stiffness due to the spring locking pins between the adjacent
sleeves and high lateral stiffness due to the reasonable wall thickness

and overlap region between the adjacent sleeves. Note that, readers
could also find more details about the structural design of SDT in our
previous study [42], which particularly discussed the structural opti-
mization of SDT.
The optimization design of the SDTwas constrained with themain

parameters: mass (≤12 kg); height in folded and deployed shapes
(≤0.5 and ≥1 m); fundamental frequencies in folded and deployed
shapes (≥120 and ≥4 Hz); structural safety in the 8 g vibration con-
dition. The structure of the SDT was optimized in several cycles of
design, finite element analysis (FEA), and experimental tests, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Several critical points on the bases of the first-
stage sleeve of the SDT were chosen to evaluate the stress status
during the FEA and experiments. The contact stiffness between
adjacent two parts of SDT was difficult to be specified in the first-
step FEA; hence, they were artificially adjusted according to the
resonance frequency of the experimental results. In addition, the
finite element method (FEM) model should be correlated with those
of the experimental results at least three orders of resonance frequen-
cies and the stress values at selected critical points of the original
structure design. Based on this correction FEMmodel, more strength
and vibration information could be further obtained and analyzed to
ensure the safety of the SDT in serious vibration conditions. Then, a
structural optimization design model could be further provided, and
the next-step experimental validation was carried out. In summary,
the whole steps of the study and verification for the SDT can be
summarized as follows: original structural design, FEMmodel analy-
sis, first-step fabrication and experimental testing in the 12 g vibra-
tion condition, correction and optimized FEM model modifications,

Fig. 2 Structural design of the SDT in a folded shape (a) and in a deployed shape (b).
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last-step design optimization, fabrication and experimental testing,
last-step fabrication and ground-based experimental verification in
the 8 g vibration condition, launching with the SJ18 Geostationary
Satellite, locking and releasing verification on-orbit, deployment
verification on-orbit, and long-term on-orbit verification. Given that
the structural design of the SDT has been descripted in detail in our
previous study [42], the detailed process and results were excluded in
this work, which intensively introduces the whole project of SDT. At
least three cycles of structural design, FEA, and ground-based experi-
ment were carried out to obtain the final form of the SDT flight
hardware, as shown in Fig. 4.

The main parameters of the structure and function of the SDT
are listed in Table 1. The total mass of the SDTwas 11.2 kg, with
an envelope size of height 490 mm and diameter 415 mm in a
folded state and height 970 mm and diameter 310 mm in a
deployed state. The fundamental frequency of the main structure
of the SDT in a folded state was 126 Hz with a relatively high
locking stiffness of the SMA releasing mechanism. The SDTwas
released within approximately 30 s with an electrical heating
power of 38 W for the SMA releasing mechanism and deployed
within 3 min with a stepped electrical heating power of 237 W for
the SMPC actuation laminates. The shape recovery ratio of the
SMPC actuation laminates was approximately 90–95%. The fun-
damental frequency of the main structure of the SDT in the
deployed state was approximately 126 Hz due to the structural
design of the deployed SDT with relatively high stiffness, which
met the mechanical demands of the aerospace standards of China.

B. SMA Releasing Mechanism

The SMA releasing mechanism provided pretightening for the
SDT structure in ground-based testing and launching. As shown in
Fig. 5, the SMA releasing mechanism consists of an SMA expansion
mechanism (SMA expansion breaker, grooving titanium rod, poly-
imide electric heating film, housing, and heat insulation pad), a
pretightening cylinder barrel, a pretightening long rod, a pretighten-
ing ball head, a pretightening pad, and a pretightening nut.
In a locking state, the bottom plate of the moveable top box

was connected with the metallic chassis through the pretightening
SMA releasing mechanism. In this way, all the other moveable parts

Fig. 4 SDT flight hardware for on-orbit evaluation aboard the SJ18
Geostationary Satellite.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the structural optimization of the SDT.

Table 1 Main parameters of the structure and function of the SDT

Parameter Value

Mass, kg 11.2
Configuration Two-step

deployment
Envelope size in a folded state, mm 490 ×Φ415

Envelope size in a deployed state, mm 970 ×Φ310

Fundamental frequency of a deployedmain structure, Hz 126
Heating power for an SMA releasing mechanism, W ∼38
Pretensioning force of an SMA releasingmechanism, N ∼2000
Unlocking duration of an SMA releasing mechanism, s 30 � 2

Deployment duration of the SMPC laminates, min <3

Heating power for one SMPC laminate, W ∼79
Fundamental frequency of a deployedmain structure, Hz 5.3
Design life of the SDT on-orbit, year >2

1088 LAN ETAL.
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(second-stage sleeve, positioning sleeve, third-stage sleeve, and

SMPC actuation laminates) were tightly locked onto the SDT

metallic chassis, which is connected to the satellite desk. The trans-

mission pathway of the pretightening stretching force is listed in

sequence as follows: bottom plate of the top box, grooving titanium

rod, cylinder barrel, pretightening long rod, and metallic chassis.

Themechanical parameters (prestretched stress and the correspond-

ing grooving dimensions) of the grooving titanium rod were ac-

curately designed, which connected the top box and the cylinder

barrel. The pretightening force could be adjusted by the nut on the

bottom plate of top box. Two SMA expansion breakers were me-

chanically connected in a series to improve the reliability of the

releasing function of the SMA releasing mechanism. In this case,

the SMA releasing mechanism could release the SDT in a normal

manner even when only one SMA expansion breaker worked.
The SMA expansion breaker (Table 2) was hollow cylindrical in

shape, which was TC4. The typical mechanical characteristics of

TC4 were ≥1104 MPa tensile strength, ≥1000 MPa residual elon-

gated stress, ≥10% elongation rate, and ≥20% section shrinkage.

Regarding shape-memory effect, the TC4 also showed the following

characteristics: with up to 4% strain and no less than 344.7 MPa
recovering stress.
The SMA expansion breaker was precompressed with approxi-

mately 4% strain. The prestretching force for an SMA expansion
breaker was designed to be∼2000 N. The total mass of themoveable
parts of the SDT is less than 5 kg (∼50 N), and the maximum ac-
celeration during launching for a spacecraft is less than 10 g. Hence,
the limit value of the vibration inertial force of the moveable parts
during launching was 500 N. Based on the above parameters, the
coefficient of the locking safety margin of the SDT is larger than four
(i.e., 2000 N/500 N � 4). The two electrical heating films were
connected in a series. The resistance of a single electrical heating
filmof the SMAexpansion breakerwas 20 Ωwith a power of 19.2W.
The recovery expansion force of each SMA hollow cylinder was
∼10;000 N, where the coefficient of the releasing safety margin of
the SDT is approximately five (i.e., 10,000 N/2000 N � 5).
During releasing, when the temperature of the SMA expansion

breaker reached its transition temperature upon electrical heating,
the hollow SMA cylindrical expanded, and the grooving titanium
rod was forced to expand, and finally broke (Figs. 5a-3 and 5b-3).
Accordingly, the pretightening ball head moved away from the
bottom plate of the tip box, and all the moveable parts were free
in their respective movement directions. The SDTwould deploy to
a desired configuration due to the subsequent actuation of the
SMPC laminates. The SMA expansion breaker was able to work
in −50 to 60 °C with a ground storage duration of ≥2 years and a
space storage duration of ≥3 months.

C. SMPC Actuation Laminates

The fiber-reinforced SMPC laminates could perform as large
as 8–10% macroscale compression deformation due to the local
microbuckling deformation of reinforced fibers. Meanwhile, the
SMPC structures exhibit large bending deformation. The large
bending deformation of an SMPC laminate could be divided into
three stages: nonbuckling stage with a small bending deformation,
post-microbuckling and actuation function stage, and buckling
failure stage with an extremely large deformation. A super small
curvature radius-to-thickness ratio for the fabric-reinforced SMPC
could be obtained due to the microbuckling array of the carbon fiber
tows. The SMPC laminates could actuate the moveable sleeves of
the SDT according to this large deformation characteristics and
shape-memory effect.
As shown in Fig. 6, the SMPC actuation laminates were primarily

fabricated by the cyanate-based SMP and carbon fiber fabrics. The
cyanate-based SMP is a class of binary phenol derivatives containing
two or more cyanate ester functional groups with a general formula
N≡C─O─Ar─O─C≡N. Under the action of heating and catalyst, a
thermosetting cyanate-based SMP can be prepared based on our
previous study [44]. Thiotriazinone formed in the reaction gives the
material a 3D network cross-linking structure. A dynamic mechanical
thermal analysis was conducted. The result showed that the glass
transition temperature Tg of the pure cyanate ester SMP was approx-

imately 200°C, and the storage modulus was 1.73 GPa at 20°C. The
tensile modulus and strength at 25°C were 1.95 � 0.04 GPa and
65.5 � 1.2 MPa, respectively. The Tg of the SMPC was approx-

imately 200°C. The storage modulus was ∼5 GPa at room tem-
perature, and ∼300 MPa at the glass state above Tg [42]. The

reinforcement of the SMPC actuation laminate was a carbon-fiber
twill weave fabric (T300-3K, Toray, Japan). The typical parame-
ters are 230 GPa tensile modulus, 3530MPa tensile strength, 1.5%

limit of elongation rate, and 1.8 g∕cm3 density. The vacuum-
assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) [44,45] was used to
fabricate the SMPC laminates. Four layers of carbon fiber twill
weave fabricswere included for eachpiece of theSMPClaminate,with
approximately 53%volume fraction of reinforcement. The dimensions
of the first-stage and second-stage SMPC laminates were 394 mm ×
70 mm × 1.5 mm and 378 mm × 70 mm × 1.5 mm, respectively.
The SMPC laminates were the actuation parts for the SDT de-

ployment. There were six pieces of SMPC actuation laminates,
which were divided into two groups, as shown in Fig. 2a. A piece

Fig. 5 Structural design and physical objects of the SMA releasing
mechanism.

Table 2 Main parameters the structure and
function of SMA expansion breaker

Parameter Value

Material TC4 (Ti–6Al–4V)
Transition temperature, °C 80
Ratio of heat, J∕�kg ⋅ °C� 322

Latent heat, J/kg 24,200
Young’s modulus, GPa 75
Yield strength (austenite), MPa 551
Yield strength (martensite), MPa 103
Tensile strength, MPa 758–965
Elongation rate, % 15
Poisson’s ratio 0.31
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of electrical heating film was attached on one side of each SMPC
laminate. The resistance of a single electrical heating film of an
SMPC actuation laminate was approximately 127 Ω with a power
of 79 W. During the ground-based operation, all the six pieces of
SMPC laminates became soft when the temperature was above Tg

due to the electrical heating by the direct current. Subsequently, all
the central moveable sleeves were compressed to the locking state
and pretightened by adjusting the pretightening nut on the bottom
plate of the top box. All the SMPC laminates were compressed into a
U shape. Then, upon switching off the current, the SMPC laminates
recovered to be hard for experiments and ground transportation of
SDT. After the SDT launched aboard the satellite and flied on-orbit,
the SMA releasing mechanism first released the moveable parts.
Second, all the SMPC laminates were heated to actuate all the move-
able parts to the desirable positions. Then the self-locking pins would
work to maintain the deployed configuration and structural stiffness.

D. Support Frame and Central Moveable Sleeves

The support structure consists of three support beams and three
cages. The variable cross-sectional beams were obtained by under-
going an optimization design of the support beams by combining the
strength and vibration. One microswitch was installed on the tip
of one support beam. Once the top box was released by the SMA
releasing mechanism and actuated by the SMPC laminates, the mi-
croswitch would be triggered. The corresponding phase step signal
would be transferred to the Earth through the SJ18 Satellite. Given
that the deployment movement of SDTwas along the perpendicular
direction to the desk of satellite, the stepwise moveable rod-fashion
sleeves were designed. Meanwhile, the movement in the lateral
direction was constrained. The central moveable sleeves consisted
of three stages of sleeve. The spring positioning pin structures were
designed on the sleeve to locking the deployment state and ensure the
deployment stiffness for SDT.

III. Ground-Based Experiments and Evaluation
of the SDT

Systematical ground-based experiments have been carried out,
and the overall structural and functional performances have been

evaluated to ensure the safety and reliability of SDT. The structural
mechanics performance of SDT (i.e., sinusoidal sweep and random

vibration test, shocking test, and acceleration test) was tested to eva-
luate its strength and vibration behavior. The temperature condition

was essential for SMAandSMPCbecause they are thermal responsive
materials. The thermal design of SDTand the associated experiments
in simulated vacuum conditions were necessary. The locking and re-

leasingperformance of theSMAreleasingmechanismofSDTwas also
evaluated. The actuation performance of the SMPC laminates as the

actuation parts was tested in various conditions, including varying
ambient temperatures, thermal design scheme with different heat in-

sulationmultilayer components, andvaried electrical-heatingduration.
Finally, the integrated test was performed to evaluate the ground-based
releasing and deployment performance of the SDT.

A. Structural Mechanics Tests

1. Sinusoidal Sweep and Random Vibration Tests

Sinusoidal sweep and random vibration tests were performed to

evaluate the resonance characteristic under special external excitation.
The vibration was controlled in the displacement mode (5 mm) for the
sinusoidal sweep test in the frequency range of 5–20Hz. The vibration

was controlled in the accelerationmode (8g) in the frequency range of
20–100 Hz with a sweeping velocity of 4 oct/min. The corresponding

vibration amplitudes for the random vibration test in the frequency
ranges of 20–100, 100–600, and 600–2000 Hz were �6 dB∕oct,
0.1 g2∕Hz, and −12 dB∕oct, respectively. The acceleration root-
mean-square values of the random vibration test were also 8 g. In
addition, the characteristic sinusoidal sweepwith avibration amplitude
of 0.2 g was carried out before and after each normal vibration test to

test the frequency responses. Accordingly, the variation of the struc-
tural stiffness of SDT was determined. The main procedure for the

vibration tests in theX direction on the three-axis slip table as shown in
Fig. 7 was listed as follows: 0.2 g characteristic sinusoidal sweeping,
8 g sinusoidal sweeping, 0.2 g characteristic sinusoidal sweeping, 8 g
random vibration, and 0.2 g characteristic sinusoidal sweeping. Then,
the vibration tests were carried on in the Y and Z directions with the

same procedure as the X direction.
The frequency response results of SDT in 0.2 g characteris-

tic sinusoidal sweep vibration tests are presented in Fig. 8 as an

Fig. 6 SMPC laminates installed on the SDT as actuation parts.
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important indicator to reflect the structural stiffness variation of the
SDT undergoing vibration condition. Three frequency response
curves were given in each experimental direction of the SDT, namely,

before the 8 g sweep vibration test, after the 8 g sweep vibration test,
and after the randomvibration test. In theX andY directions, the SDT
showed similar trend and values of the frequency response curves
because the main frame of the SDTwas circumferential symmetry in
the X–Y plane. There were two peak areas (i.e., ∼130 and ∼450 Hz)
that represent the first-order and second-order resonance frequencies
in the X and Y directions. In the Z direction, there was only one peak
area (i.e.,∼650 Hz), indicating the first-order resonance frequencies.
The data before and after the 8 g sine vibration in Fig. 8 were
referenced from our previous paper [42], which particularly dis-
cussed the structural optimization.
Table 3 lists the resonance frequencies and the corresponding

acceleration amplitudes of the SDT under various experimental con-
ditions. The first-order resonance frequency in the X direction was
137.20 Hz before the 8 g sinusoidal vibration and then reduced to
127.95 Hz (after the 8 g sinusoidal vibration) and 121.13 Hz (after
the random vibration). The contacting stiffness slightly decreased
due to the local slight deformation on the contact surface between the
adjacent parts undergoing vibration, and a frequency drop (from
137.20 to 127.95 Hz) just after the 8 g sinusoidal vibration test was
evident. Then, the contact stiffness became stable, and the first-
order resonance frequencies maintained at a relatively stable values,
namely, 121.13 Hz after the random vibration in the X direction and
126.40–131.11 Hz in the Y direction. The second-order resonance
frequencies were stable and maintained in the range of 447.26–
462.23 Hz. The first-order acceleration resonance amplitudes in the
X and Y directions were in the range of 0.94–1.72 g, with a dynamic
magnification factor of 4.7–8.6. The second-order acceleration res-
onance amplitudes were in the range of 1.25–1.87 g, with a dynamic
magnification factor of 6.25–9.35. The first-order acceleration reso-
nance frequencies for the vibration in the Z direction were concen-
trated in range of 641.75–665.64 Hz.

During the launching of the SJ18 Satellite, the external excitation
applied on the SDTwould be random force. The frequency response
curves of the randomvibration are provided in Fig. 9 andTable 4. The
aforementioned curves were also similar with those in the X and
Y directions. The first-order resonance frequencies were 126.15 Hz
(X direction) and 126.92 Hz (Y direction), and the second-order
resonance frequencies were 452.36 Hz (X direction) and 402.10 Hz
(Y direction), which correlated with the resonance frequencies of the
0.2 g sinusoidal sweep vibration tests. The first-order resonance
frequency in Z direction was 438.70 Hz. The first-order acceleration
resonance amplitudes were 3.31 g (X direction), 3.19 g (Y direction),
and 1.97 g (Z direction). The second-order acceleration resonance
amplitudes were 0.43 g (X direction) and 0.40 g (Y direction).

The frequency responses of the SDT in a deployed state were
tested. The SDT’s dimensions were 970 mm in height and 310 mm
in diameter. The hammer strike method was employed to record the
transient excitation force and vibration responses. The three-axis
accelerometer was placed on the top surface of the top box to collect
the acceleration response data. The frequency responses were calcu-
lated to indicate the frequency characteristics. Based on the results,
the first resonance frequency was 5.371 Hz, which was higher than
the designed demand of ≥4 Hz.

2. Shocking Test

The transient shocking test was necessary to evaluate the structural
safety and reliability of the SDT undergoing ground transportation
and launching (Fig. 10). The shocking amplitude values in the ranges
of 100–1500 and 1500–4000 Hz were �6 dB∕oct and 800 g, res-
pectively. At least 50% of the impact response spectrum should be
greater than the rated test standard value. The transient shocking test
was carried out in the X, Y, and Z directions, with only one shocking
test in each direction. Figures 11a–11c provide the time domain
curves of the shocking acceleration tests in three directions. Consid-
ering the characteristics of the time domain, the impacting response
durations were approximately 20 μs. According to the shocking
response spectrum, the maximum response amplitude was approx-
imately 500 g. After these shocking tests, the appearance of structure
and the locking state of the SMA releasing mechanism were normal.

Fig. 8 Frequency responses of the SDT with 0.2 g characteristic sinus-
oidal sweep vibration tests.

Fig. 7 Sinusoidal sweep and random vibration tests of the SDT in the
X direction on a slip table.
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3. Acceleration Test on a Centrifuge

Acceleration test was used to evaluate the structural safety and

reliability of the SDT under the acceleration condition during the

launching of Long-March Five Y2 Heavy Rocket. Some thin film

parts (e.g., thermal insulation multilayers of the SDT and electrical

heating films attached on the SMPC actuation laminates) might tear

due to large elongation or twist deformation upon applying a high-level

overload. The acceleration test was carried out on a centrifuge with an

arm length of 4 m, which was five times larger than the dimensions of

SDT, as shown in Fig. 12. It was tested in three directions by changing

theX,Y, orZ direction of the SDTalong the direction of the centrifugal

force. The accelerating rate of the centrifuge was 3.5 g∕min, and the
simulated acceleration was 10.5 g with an examining duration of

5.2 min. During the acceleration testing, the appearance of the SDT

was normal. After the testing, all the parts of the SDTwere inspected

and found to be normal, especially for the thermal insulation multi-

layers of the SDT, electrical heating films, and microswitches. The

results indicated that the structure of SDT was safe under static or

quasi-static acceleration mechanical condition.

B. Thermal Design and Experiments in the Simulated Vacuum
Condition

The SDTwas installed on the SJ18 Satellite in a geostationary orbit

at a height of approximately 36,000 km. On this orbit, the extreme

temperature range of parts, which are directly exposed to space

without any protective measures, might be from −170 to �170°C.
The atmospheric temperature near the SMAshould not be higher than

60°C to ensure the locking stability and safety because the transition

temperature of SMA was 80°C. Once the temperature of SMA

increased beyond 60°C, the shape-memory effect would gradually

stimulate. In this way, the releasing action of the SMA releasing

mechanism would be automatically triggered out of human control,

which should be strictly avoided to ensure the safety of the satellite.

The considerably low temperature of the SMA and SMPC should

also be avoided to ensure that they can be heated as expected when

applying special direct currents on the electrical heating films

attached to the SMA expansion breaker and the SMPC laminates.

Therefore, some thermal isolation measures had to been considered

to maintain a reasonable atmospheric temperature for the SDT. Con-

sidering the locking safety of the SMA releasing mechanism and

actuation reliability of the SMPC laminates, the design goal of the

local atmospheric temperature of SDTwas −100 to�60°C.
According to the configuration and flight orbit parameters of

the SDT, the incident heat flow (solar radiation, Earth albedo, and

Table 3 Resonance frequencies and acceleration amplitudes of the SDT in the 0.2 g characteristic sinusoidal sweep vibration tests

Direction Order of resonance Parameter Before the 8 g sinusoidal vibration After the 8 g sinusoidal vibration After the random vibration

X First order Frequency, Hz 137.20 127.95 121.13

Acceleration, g 1.72 1.34 1.29

Second order Frequency, Hz 458.80 450.75 462.63
Acceleration, g 1.51 1.87 1.29

Y First order Frequency, Hz 126.40 128.73 131.11

Acceleration, g 1.04 0.94 1.06

Second order Frequency, Hz 450.49 446.52 447.26
Acceleration, g 1.37 1.25 1.27

Z First order Frequency, Hz 641.75 665.64 653.58

Acceleration, g 0.93 0.92 0.85

Fig. 9 Frequency responses of the SDT in the random vibration tests
(vibration amplitude: root-mean-square values of 8 g).

Table 4 Resonance frequencies and acceleration amplitudes
of the SDT in the random vibration tests (vibration amplitude:

root-mean-square values of 8 g)

Direction Order of resonance Parameter Value

X First order Frequency, Hz 126.15

Acceleration, g 3.31

Second order Frequency, Hz 452.36
Acceleration, g 0.43

Y First order Frequency, Hz 126.92

Acceleration, g 3.19

Second order Frequency, Hz 402.10
Acceleration, g 0.40

Z First order Frequency, Hz 438.70

Acceleration, g 1.97

Fig. 10 Transient shocking test of the SDT in the Z direction.
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Earth infrared radiation) was calculated under three types of con-

ditions, namely, high temperature, low temperature, and long-term
facing up to the sun. The solar radiation heat flux density was

1414 W∕m2, and the installation surface temperature was 45°C.

Considering these thermal conditions, the thermal isolation mea-
sures were employed (Fig. 13), including the multilayer heat

insulation assembly (HIMA) and the heat insulation pads. The
HIMA consisted of five multilayer units, namely, one outer surface

and four inner units. The outer surface of HIMAwas an F46 film,
which possessed a low solar radiative absorption coefficient (0.18)

and a high solar radiation emission coefficient (0.69), to prevent

heat absorption of parts on satellite. A double-sided aluminum-
plated film with low emissivity and polyester mesh spacers with

low thermal conductivity were used for each unit of the inner four
units of HIMA to prevent heat dissipation of parts on satellite. In

addition, eight heat insulation pads, which were made of poly-
imide with a low thermal conductivity, were installed between the

metallic base and the satellite. The HIMA installed on the top box

would movewith top box after the unlocking of the SMA releasing

Fig. 11 Transient shocking response of the SDT in three directions.

Fig. 12 Acceleration test of the SDT flight hardware on a centrifuge.

Fig. 13 Flight hardware of the thermal isolation measures of the SDT: heat insulation multilayer assembly.
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mechanism. The HIMA installed on the metallic chassis and sup-

port frame was static relative to the satellite.
A thermal balance experiment and thermal cycling evaluation of

the SDT coated with HIMA should be carried out to evaluate the

performance of the thermal design. The results of the thermal balance

experiment indicated that the extremely high temperature in a thermal

balance state was approximately 47°C. The extremely low temper-

atures of the several testing points in the thermal balance state were

approximately −80 to −120°C. Considering the design margin and

reliability, the high temperature values of the thermal vacuum cycling

evaluation without HIMAwas specified as 13°C higher than the high

temperature limit of the thermal balance experiment, namely, 60°C.

The actuation of the SMPC laminate and unlocking properties of the

SMA releasing mechanism were triggered at approximately 25°C

atmospheric temperature at a selected orbit position. Consequently,

the low temperature simulation showed a relatively weak relation-

shipwith the unlocking and actuation reliability. In this way, the low

temperature value of the thermal vacuum cycling evaluation was

specified as −95°C to approximately simulate the low atmosphere

temperature. The main test parameters of the thermal vacuum

cycling in a space environment simulation equipment were≤6.65 ×
10−3 Pa vacuum level, 3.5 times number of cycles, ≥1°C∕min
average temperature change rate, and ≥4 h stable duration at high

temperature. Figure 14a shows the typical seven testing points

of thermal couplings, where point 2 on the SMPC laminate is the

thermal controlling point. Figure 14b shows the actual setup of

the thermal vacuum cycling evaluation of SDTwithout HIMA.
Figure 15 shows the temperature variation of the seven testing

points during the thermal vacuum cycling in the space environment

simulation equipment. At the high temperature condition in each

thermal cycle, the temperature must be maintained for at least 4 h

with temperature fluctuation of ≤0.5°C∕h. The actual vacuum de-

gree was maintained at 6.0 × 10−4 Pa. After this thermal vacuum

cycling testing, the appearance and function of the SDT were

examined and confirmed to be normal. The electrical conductivi-

ty for all the electrical heating films was in the normal range after

the thermal vacuum cycling testing. This work mainly focused

on the system design of SDT. Another paper will specially discuss

the details of the thermal design, including the calculation of

the thermal parameters, scheme design, thermal simulation, fab-

rication processing of HIMA, and the corresponding thermal ex-

perimental validation (thermal balance experiments and thermal

vacuum cycling).

C. Locking and Releasing Performance of the SMA Releasing
Mechanism

A pretension force of 2000 N could be reliably applied when the
titanium nut was torqued with a torque wrench at 6.67 N ⋅m. The
SMA tube was precompressed with approximately 4% strain before
being installed on the SMA releasingmechanism. It could increase to
4% length during electric heating due to the shape-memory effect,
and the corresponding output force exceeded 10,000 N. In this way,
the titanium rod (Fig. 5) would be also forced to increase the length
beyond its strain limit and break in the grooving area. Accordingly,
the movable parts of the SDTwere released. After the breaking of the
titanium rod, these released parts were captured by special capturing
caps to prevent the formation of space junk because both parts of the
separated bolt had a certain amount of kinetic energy.
In this work, the releasing test was carried out four times to

evaluate the unlocking and separation functions, and the correspond-
ing vibration shock data of the unlocking process were recorded. The
electrical resistivity of a single electrical heating film of the SMA
expansion breaker was 20 Ω. Upon applying a direct current with
19.6 Vand a power of 19.2W, the SDTwas unlocked with an average
releasing duration of 30 s. The typical appearance of an unlocked
SDT is shown in Fig. 5b-3. Based on the test results, the peak-to-peak

Fig. 14 Thermal vacuum cycling evaluation of SDT without HIMA: a) typical testing points of thermal couplings; b) testing setup of the SDT flight
hardware for the SJ18 Satellite.

Fig. 15 Thermal cycling curves of the thermal vacuum cycling evalu-
ation of SDT.
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values of the vibration acceleration were 259.67 (Fig. 16a), 260.71,
287.09, and 293.87 m∕s2, with an average value of 275.34 m∕s2.
Hence, the transient shocking value during the unlocking was
approximately 14 g. In addition, the vibration shocking duration of
the unlocking was approximately 0.02 s. The corresponding fre-
quency domain was obtained, as shown in Fig. 16b, using the fast
Fourier transform for the time domain data (Fig. 16a). The first-
order natural frequency (240Hz) should be a local mode of SDT. The
second-order natural frequency (660 Hz) correlated well with
the first-order natural frequency of the SDT in the Z direction
(641–665 Hz; Table 2). The vibration shock of the SMA releasing
mechanism in the unlocking process excited the resonance of the
SDT in the Z direction.

D. Actuation Performance of the SMPC Laminates

The actuation performance of the cyanate-based SMPC laminates
was characterized according to the method in our previous study
[18,42]. The resistance of each electrical heating film was 127 Ω. The
balance temperature of SDTwas approximately 220°C. The evolution

of the actuation force of an SMPC laminate along the axial movement
directionof themovable sleeveswas studied. In the area of zero recovery
angle (i.e., the SMPC in U shape), the recovery force of a single first-
stage SMPC laminate was approximately 8–10 N, which provided a
relatively large force to trigger the deployment of the SDT. During the
recovery process, from the recovery angle 0 to∼60°, the recovery force
linearly decreased to approximately 5N. The recovery force at the range
of recovery angle from 60 to 150° remained at the level of 4–5N.When
the recovery angle was higher than 150°, the recovery force sharply
dropped to zero at the recovery angle of approximately 165° (91%
recovery ratio). Based on the above recovery behavior, the final recov-
ered angle of the SMPC laminates for the deployed SDTwas less than
150° (recovery ratio 83%) to maintain a relatively large recovery force
during the whole deploying process. The carbon fiber tow of a fabric-
reinforced SMPC underwent a local microbuckling during a bending
deformation. Figure 17a shows the microbuckling array of carbon fiber
tows on the inner surface of a bending-deformed SMPC laminate
undergoing more than 20 deformation cycles. Figure 17b shows an
optical image of local microbuckling of a cross-fiber tow unit, and the
sinusoidal buckling fibers are evident. As shown in the zoom-in image

Fig. 16 Typical transient shocking data of the SDT in the unlocking of the SMA releasing mechanism: time domain curve (a) and the corresponding

frequency domain curve (b).

Fig. 17 Microbuckling configuration of a bending-deformed SMPC actuation laminate: a) microbuckling array and b) local microbuckling of a
cross-fiber tow.
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ofFig. 17b-1, the amplitude is at amagnitudeof100 μm, and twocycles
of buckling waves could be apparently observed in one repeating cross
unit of the twill weaves. The small ratio of the curvature radius to
thickness could be achieved and further applied for the large deforma-
tion actuation due to these typical microbuckling characteristics of the
fabric-reinforced SMPC. Moreover, failures were not observed in the
predeformedor recoveredconfigurationwithin20deformationcyclesof
the SMPC laminates, indicating the engineering applicability of the
SMPC for space deployment structures.
In this study, the SMPC combines the functions of structural

supporting and mechanism actuation. The SMPC can deform at a
10% macroscale compressive strain due to the large deformation of
SMP. The SMPmatrix deforms in a large shear strain with the typical
microbuckling deformation mode of the reinforced fibers; hence, the
SMPC laminate could deform in a small ratio of curvature radius to
thickness according to our previous study [20,21]. Moreover, the
actuation force of all SDT deployment SMPC laminates decreased
from ∼30 N (0°) to ∼12 N (165°) with a recovery duration of
approximately 150 s, which was strong enough for the actuation of
a space deployable structure in the zero-gravity or microgravity
condition. The structural material, structural design, mechanical
analysis, and manufacturing of SMPC are almost the same as those
of normal fiber-reinforced composites. The structural design stan-
dard of the SMPC at the glass state also follows that of the traditional
composite mechanics. The stiffness and strength of the SMPC at
room temperature are comparable to traditional fiber-reinforced
composites, implying that SMPC could be used for most space
deployment structures. Furthermore, the preparation processing of
SMPC can also employ vacuum bag molding, lamination pressure
molding, filament winding process, and resin transfer molding,
which are commonly used for fiber-reinforced composites. In sum-
mary, the SMPC shows general applicability for new-generation de-
ployable structure in space.

E. Ground-Based Releasing and Deployment Evaluation of SDT

SDTwasdesigned andmanufactured, and its performance (structural
mechanics, thermal vacuum behavior, locking and releasing of the

SMA releasing mechanism, actuation of the SMPC laminates) was

evaluated. Furthermore, the integrated validation of SDT must be
conducted according to its completeworking procedure. In a simulated

weightless environment for SDT, the SMA releasing mechanism was

electrically heated and released, followed by theSMPC laminates being
electrically heated and actuating the moveable parts to a designed

configuration, as shown in Fig. 18.
Two suspension balloons were employed to simulate the zero

gravity conditions at an atmospheric temperature of 20°C in air, as

shown inFigs. 18a-1 and18a-2.A ring-shaped suspension balloonwas

used to offset the gravity of the second-stage sleeve. A lemon-shaped
suspension balloonwas used to offset the gravity of a third-stage sleeve

and a top box. Meanwhile, several circuits of the direct current power

were applied to the electrical heating films attached to the SMA
releasing mechanism and SMPC laminates. The total heating power

of the series electrical heating films of the two SMA expansion break-

ers was 38.72 W with a resistance of 41.4 Ω. The values of resistance
of the electrical heating films attached to the SMPC actuation films

were 127.2, 126.9, 127.5, 126.2, 126.8, and 127.2 Ω. A direct current

of 100Vwas also loaded on eachSMPC laminate, and the correspond-
ing values of the heating power for the six pieces of the SMPC

laminates were 78.62, 78.81, 78.43, 79.24, 78.86, and 78.62W. Upon

heating, the signal of themicroswitch shifted at 28 s, indicating that the
SMAreleasingmechanismunlocked right at this time.Accordingly, all

the movable parts of the SDTwere free in their respective deployment

paths. The movable parts of the SDT quickly deployed vertically up
in 29–31 s (Figs. 18b-1–18b-3) due to the relatively large actuation

forces in the initial recovery angle 0 to approximately 60° (Fig. 18).

Figures 18b-4–18b-6 show the snapshots of deploying configuration at
90, 130, and 180 s. The movable parts of the SDTwere deployed from

30 to 180 s with a relatively slow speed. There are totally six pieces of

SMPC laminates, which were divided into two groups for actuation.
According to the actuation force (10–4 N during the deployment

process) provided in Sec. III.D, the actuation force of all SMPC lami-
nates for SDT deployment decreased from ∼30 N (0°) to ∼12 N
(165°). At approximately 180 s, the SDT finally deployed to the

designed configuration and self-locked through a lock pin. In 3 min,

Fig. 18 Ground-based validation of SDT: releasing of the SMA releasing mechanism and deployment of the SMPC actuation laminates.
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the SDT realized the releasing of the SMA releasing mechanism and
the deployment of the SMPC laminates, which successfully validated
the key functions of releasing and deployment of SDT.
The SDTwas installed on the outside surface of the east board of

the SJ18 Satellite, together with the deployable solar array on the
basis of shape-memory materials [44]. This Earth synchronous
satellite was launched by Long-March Five Y2 Heavy Rocket on
July 2, 2017, at WenChang Satellite Center. In the first 900 s since
launching, the SDT structure was intact, and the microswitch was
not triggered, indicating that the overall structural design and lock-
ing function of the SDT met the harsh requirements of the initial
launching stage of a heavy rocket. However, the SJ18 Satellite
failed to reach the Earth synchronous orbit (36,000 km) due to the
abnormal working state of the Long-March Five Y2 Heavy Rocket.
Consequently, the unlocking function of the SMA releasing mecha-
nism and the deployment of the SMPC actuation laminates were not
validated on-orbit.

IV. Discussions and Future Prospections

In this work, the SMA releasing mechanism was used to achieve
the function of locking and separation, and traditional pyrotechnic
devices were not used. The SMA releasing mechanism adopts a
lightweight, miniaturized, and integrated design. It exhibits the fol-
lowing advantages: reusable SMA expansion breaker, testable
unlocking function, low impact during releasing, no harmful gas or
fragments generated by the gunpowder, no anti-electromagnetic
interference or static electricity of a pyrotechnic device, simple and
miniaturized structure, and low cost. However, it also shows some
disadvantages. The temperature and unlocking characteristics are
coupled due to the ambient temperature. The temperature in the
whole life cycle must be strictly controlled to prevent its accidental
unlocking and reliability. The unlocking duration of SMA is long
(10–50 s), which is unsuitable for quick unlocking. Furthermore, the
unlocking synchronization is poor, and it is unsuitable for occasions
that require the release of multiple unlocking devices with accurate
synchronization control. The output force of the SMA releasing
mechanism is relatively low compared with those of pyrotechnic
explosive devices. In summary, SMA releasing mechanisms are
mainly suitable to lock small structures in space. The locking and
releasing functions for large space structures still depend on tradi-
tional pyrotechnic devices.
There are generally two types of SMPs applied in deployed struc-

tures or locking/releasing mechanism in space, namely, epoxy-based
SMP (Tg ∼ 120°C) and cyanate-based (Tg ∼ 170°C). Compared with
cyanate-based SMP, the epoxy-based SMP shows a relatively lower
Tg, elastic modulus, and recovery force. However, its toughness is

higher and therefore its deformation limit above Tg is higher. In

this way, epoxy-based SMP is usually used for the deployable struc-
tures working in an ambient temperature condition less than 80°C
(40°C safetymargin below itsTg). In contrast, the cyanate-based SMP

could be used for deployable structures as well as locking/releasing
mechanism working in an ambient temperature condition as high as
130°C (40°C safety margin below its Tg).

The disadvantages of SMPC are unavoidable. First, the electrical
heating power of the SMPC is relatively large. The SMPC should be
Jouleheated to the temperature above theTg ofSMP.Theheatingpower

for SMPC used in the deep cooling space is larger than 0.3 W∕cm2

because the SMPC should be heated above itsTg (epoxy-based SMPC:

Tg ∼ 120°C; cyanate-basedSMPC:Tg ∼ 170°C).Considering the area

of the SMPC deployment structure, the power required to heat the
SMPC might account for a high proportion of the power supply for
an aerospace vehicle. Second, the design of the SMPC deployment
structure for space production should strictly adhere to the thesis of large
deformation of a fiber-reinforced SMPC. However, the large deforma-
tion mechanism was primarily developed for a unidirectional fiber-
reinforced SMPC, while the thesis for angle-ply or fabric-reinforced
SMPC was not yet systematically derived to date. Third, the multistep
deployment movement of a large SMPC structure with a long span is
difficult to regulate in a desired sequence because its relationship of
recovery angle and time is difficult to be accurately controlled.

This work focuses on the systematical introduction of an SDT
covering structural design and ground-based experiments (structural
strength and vibration, thermal testing, locking and releasing of an
SMA releasing mechanism, actuation of SMPC laminates, and
deployment validation of SDT). However, the content regarding
on-orbit validation of SDT was not included in this work because
of the failure of SJ18 Satellite.

V. Conclusions

Several cycles of the optimization design (i.e., structural design,
FEA, and ground-based experiment) were carried out to obtain the
final form of the SDT flight hardware. The SDT consists of metallic
structural frames, three stages of extendable sleeves, six pieces of
SMPC actuation laminates, and one SMA releasing mechanism. Its
systematical ground-based experiments were conducted, and the
overall structural and functional performances met the requirements
of the aerospace standards of China for the acceptance level of flight
hardware products. The first-order resonance frequencyof the SDTin
stowed shape was approximately 126 Hz along the axial direction of
the extendable sleeves. Considering the locking safety of the SMA
releasing mechanism and actuation reliability of the SMPC lami-
nates, the heat insulation multilayer assembly was used to ensure
that the local atmosphere temperature of SDTwas −100 to �60°C.
The limit value of the vibration inertial force of the moveable parts
during launching was 500 N. The prestretching force and expansion
breaking force for an SMA expansion breaker were ∼2000 and
∼10;000 N, respectively, to ensure the locking and releasing reliabil-
ity. The total heating power for the two serial SMA expansion break-
ers was 38.72Wwith a releasing time of 28–30 s. The SMA releasing
mechanism of the SDT showed the advantages of reusability, testable
unlocking function, and low impact during releasing. The SMPCwas
used for the actuation for the SDT deployment owing to its 10%
macroscale compressive strain. The heating power of the SMPC
laminate was 79 W, and the actuation force decreased from 10 to
4 N with a recovery duration of 150 s.
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